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1.- Introduction

Diamond radiation detectors have a lengthy history. Photoccmductiveultraviolet
detectors were developed in the 1920’s and ionizingradiation detectors were fabricated
in the 1940’s. However, these devices found only restricted usage due to the limitations
of geological d~monds. Specifically,the limitationsof geological diamondare small size
and uncontrolled material characteristics.Advances in the quali~ and size of CVD
diamonds have created new opportunities for the fabrication and application of
diamond radiation detectors. In particular,fasq radiation hard, diamond detectors for
high+nergy physics experimentshas become a near-term possibili~.

Diamond is a very interesting materia! with many extreme properties. For
application to radiation detectors, the” krge bandgap, radiation hardness, optical
transparency, large saturated carrier velocities and low atomic number are impotint
properties of diamond. In this lecture~we will restrict our discussion to radiation ~~
detectors in the form of two-terminaldevices with a MSM (metal-semiconductor-metal)
structure. The semiconductor is undoped diamond. The metal contacts are ohmic, no
junctions are used. We will be discussingthe simplestdiamond devices.

Any radiation that generates free carriers in diamond can be detected. This
includes photons with an energy greater than the bandgap of 5.5 eV which includes
u.havioleq X-ray and gamma rays. High-energy particles can also be detected
alpha-particles, electrons, neutrork, pions, etc. The transport and collection of the
generated charge can be described independent of the @ of the exciting radiation
We will focus our attentionon the transportof the free charges created by the incident
radiation moving in the elechic field applied across the diamond. These drifting free
charges, electrons and hoies, generate a current in the external circuih An excellent
review of the basic physics of the interaction of rddiation with matter, charge
generation, is found in Knoll[1].
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2.- Radiation detection

A MSM diamond detector is a high-resistivity diamond sandwiched between two
metal electrodes. An external voltage is applied to the metal contacts generating an
electric field across the device. The basic physics can be illustrated by assuming a
uniform device with one mobile charge carrier, electron or hole, generated by the
incident radiation. The charges are generated at a rate g(t). The generation rate is
proportional to the intensityof the absorbed radiation per unit volume divided by the
average energy to form a free charge (electron-hole pair), y. A rough estimate for y is
three times the bandgap energy for particle with an energy much greater than the
bandgap. For energies near the band edge, one quantum produces one electron-hole
pair. The number of charges is related to the generation rate by the following~ 1:

(1) drddt= g(t) – nh,

where z is the czarrierlifetime,free charge is lost or tiapped by a random process. The
lifetime may be limited by defects or the device geometly. For an impulse
excitation,

n(t) = t~exp [ –t/r]
and ~ is the carrier density at t = O. In the steady state, n = rg. The current density
is

j=env,

where e is the electric charge, v is the carrier velocity v = P(E) E. The electric field is E

and p is the carrier mobility.The sensitivity,usually in the units of ampere of current
per watt of radiation absorbed, of a detector can be written in terms of the applied
voltage (electric field), E = V/L, as

S = e@7yL2 = eprE/yL.

Note the inverse scalhg with the dimension of the detector along the electric-field
direction.

The charge collectiontime or transittime is L/v, where L is the length of the device
along the electric field. The charge or integrated current generated in the external
circuit is

q = QvrlL = Qd/L ,

where Q is the total charge generated in the detector and d is the mean distance a
charge moves in the detector. Note, a charge need not reach a contact to generiite
current or charge in the circui~ this is known as the Ramo-Shockley theorem [2] which
follows directly from Gauss’sUdw.

If d > L, then allof the charge will be detected. If d < L, only a fx-actionof Q will be
detected- In the case of incompletecharge collection, care must be taken in the design
of the device to eliminatethe effects of space charge build-up. The uncollected charge
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within device can resnk in the accumulationof a localized net charge within the device
which will distort the electric-field d~tribution within the device. This typically
manifests itself as reduced detection efficiency.

From this analysis we can see that the important material parameters are the
mobility and Iiietimeof the charge carriers or their produe< d = PTE. A generalization
to electron and hole conduction is trivialwhere each parameter becomes a sum of the
electron and hole contributions. For example, d = de + ~, while the lifetime and
mobility add as a weigh~ inverse, # - (y. r. + p h~h)/r. This analysis is extremely
simpliied and can be found in greater depth in Bube [3] and Zhao [4].

3.- Properties of diamond

Although silicon, the most common detector material, will not be replaced by
diamon~ it does possess many inherent advantages, for specifk applications.fi;
previously mentioned, the high r~sistivityof intrinsic diamond eliminatesthe need for; //---- -.._,
reverse-biased junctions and the ,associati. _rnaterialdoping to suppress thermallyj ~ -,
generated currents. The Ax&age currents and their fluctuations are an undesirable~ ;~i’. .,., .,(? :

‘.s,~ ~,> W’. .7:noise source in radiation measurementsand limit the magnitude of the electric field.] , ,>
‘— ..-

TABLEI. – Propertiesof dimnond and aikxm.

PropeIly Diamond Silicon

density(g/cm3) 3-5 2.32

bandgap(eV) 5.5 1.1

resistivity(Q cm) > low 1(P

breakdownvoltage(V) 107 1000@n junction)

electronmobility(cmzV/s) 1800 1500

holemobility(cmW/S) 1200 480

saturationvelocity@nhs) 220 100

dielectricconstant 5.6 11-7

energyto formeiectron-holepair(eV) 13 3.6

atomic number 6 14

average minimdum ionizing particle signal 3600 8900
/y ‘:

in 100pm(eiectrons)
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The low dielectric constantof diamondreduces the capacitance of a diamonddetector, a
potential source of speed and noise improvement. The large bandgap of diamond

]significantly reduces the detector sensitivityto visible radiation (ignoring defects) and ;
contributes to its radiationhardness. ./

As previously mentioned, the high resistivity of intrinsic diamond eliminatestie
need for reverse-biased junctions to suppress thermally generated currents.”“The
leakage currents and their fluctuations are an undesirable noise source in radiation :“’
measurements and limit the magnitudeof the electric field. The low dielectric constant @ : >L.,1,, ‘ ., ., .,
of diamond reduces the capacitanceof a diamond detector, a potential source speed and ~ ! ~ i ~.: ‘;J; ~V(* &: J‘.”
noise improvement. The large bandgap of diamond signiflcmtly reduces the detector
sensitivity to visible radiation (ignoring defects) and contributes to its radiation

; ‘“ .

@-@%5,. ...

The high saturated cm-rier velocity permits high-speed and high-count-rate . .- ---“

operation of diamond detectors. This characteristic is especkdly important in
high-count-rate applications. The low atomic number ean be an# advantage in hvo 1<
ways: 1) reducing high-energy cascades in high-energy particle experiments and 2) the
absorption chmacteristics are well matched to human soft tissue. This is an important
property for radiation dosimetry applications.The low z of diamond is a disadvantage
in other applicationswhere it reduces the stopping power of the radiationof interest
reducing the sensitivityof the detector. For minimumionizing particles, this is greater
than a factor of two reliativeto silicon.

4.- History

We will briefly review the history of diamond detectors, a more extensive review
can be found in Kania[5]. The use of dmmond as a radiation detector has its origins
early in this century. Gudden and Pohl in 1923 used a photoconductive detector to
study the absorption characteristicsof d~mond [6]. Hofstadter reviewed the work on
naturaldiamond “crystal counters” for nuclear radiation in 1949[7].

Other researchers studied the interaction of high-energy electrons and
alpha-particles through #e 1950’s and 60’s. Detectors improved with the work of
Konorova and Kozlov [8] which showed how to eliminate space charge effwts using
injecting contacts. The application to human-tissue dosimetry was explored by many
authors. High-speed photoconductorswere developed by Kania et 0,.Z.for LW and soft
X-rays [9]. Recent work has focused on detectors for use in high+nergy physics
experiments [10].

5.- Detector characteristics of Ha diamond

The carrier transport properties,p and r, of IIa diamonds have been studied for a
long time. We will briefly review these properties. More extensive analysis can be
found in the lecture by Collins in this volume and in Pan and Kania[11].

—
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Fig. 1. - Electronmobility mitemperature - 1. KM and Maurer (1951),2. Redtield (1954),3. I@
Konorova (1967),4. Nava (1979).The line represents a T ‘3@ fk

The large mobility of both and electrons and holes is a key property of diamond in
detectors. The high mobtity is a partial consequence of the high Debye temperature
and inelasticityof the material.At low electric fields the mobility is independent of the
electric field. As the electric field increases beyond lC$V/cm, the veloci~ saturates.In
non-polar semiconductors, like diamond, acoustic phonons and ionized impurities are
the dominant sources of scattering. At temperatures between about 200 and 500‘C,
plurnon scattering dominates, sealing as T f /-‘3E. At lower temperatures, ioniz~
impurity sc&tm-ingcan dominate.This mechanismscales at T3n. At room temperature
and low electric fields, the electron mobility is 1800cm2 V/s and the hole mobfi~ is
1200 cmz V/s for the very best samples, significant sample-to-sample Variabtity is to be
expected. A compilationof electron mobilitydata is shown in fig. 1.

At low electric fields the average kinetic energy of the electrons and holes is close
to 3/2 kT. As the field increases, the energy gained by the carriers becomes large
enough to generate optical phonons. This energy loss mechanismcauses the velocity to
saturate. The saturationvelocity v~can be expressed as

v,= (8EqtJ%rm)’~ ,

where Eo@ is the longitudinal optical-phonon energy of 163 meV and m is the
density-of-states effective mass. This effect has been measured by Nava et cd.[~2].
This effect leads to a satiation in d at high electric fields as shown in fig. 2. This
sample had a d of 50 jlm near satmation[13]. Significantvariabilityis seen from sample
to sample. A reasonable range for d is 20 to 50 ym.
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Fig. 2.- Collection distance measured as a function of the applied electric field in Ha diamond.
Ionizing radiation (x andn) and photnconductivity (A and.) dataare used.

At carrier densities greater than 101Gcm-3, an addtional s~ttering m~anism
@cting the mobility must be included.At these high densities electron and holes can ~~.,
scatter off of each other in analogy to impurity scattering. The theoretical modeling of
the effect was first developed for silicon[14]. The effect on mobility scales roughly as
Z’32(np)- ‘2. This effect can be quite driimati~ reducing the low excitation density
mobility by a factor of 1000 at a density of 1018cm’3.

The carrier lifetime in type IIa diamond has been measured by several groups [15].
These measurements typically measure the lifetime of electrons and holes together in
radiation excitationdecay experiments. The lifetime typically varies horn 1 ns to

4100ps. This pammeter is very sample dependent. Referent 12] noted that the lifetime ){
was inversely correlated with the nitrogen concentration of the diamonds. This
suggests that nitrogen, a deep donor, acts as a trap in diamond. The lifetime should
scale as

T = (N(av))-1,

where N is the concentration of the trapping site, u is the trapping cross-section and v

is the thermal velocity. The brackets denote a thermal average over the cross/section. /-”:

This is the quality used in eq. (1). This description is easily generalized to individual
lifetimes for electrons r, and holes Tn. Finally, there are several examples of
extraordinary samples in the literature indkating lifetimes well in excess of 10 ns and
collection distances in excess of 150~(mj[16]. ~<
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Band-to-band recombinationhas a cross-section of 10-lg cm’2 and can be jgnored
It is much stmdlerthan the cross-section for charged-center trapping which is of order
10”’4 cm- 2 or neutral-sitetrappingwhich is of order 10-16 cm’2.

5.- Rate equation modeling

The analysis based upon eq. (1) is referred to as the single-carrier modeL In this
model only one carrier is considered with a single trap. Photoconductive experiments
performed by Pan et ULshowed significantdeficiency in this model [17]. Pan developed
a more sophisticated model which consistentlyincluded separate trapping dynamics for
electrons and holes coupled by a nitrogen trapping center. The modeling of the
mobility included the effects of electron-hole scattering.

The nitrogen trap is chwacterized as a deep donor, its initialionizationis extremely
low. In the model, all nitrogen is assumedto be unionized before excitation.The details
of the site, whether it is single substitutionalor and aggregate, are irrelevant to the 1~

The modei: Recombination of carriers: nitrogen
impurities and dislocations M

CB ~

6 (t)

1’

‘B-T@k P,

II
L

-4eV

5.5 eV

T

i

dn= n

dt
-n(N, -nl)pn-~

Rate Eqns: CkJ

dt
=-n(Nl- nl)f3n-nl P~p

do—=
d? -n, pPp- Q

‘P

where fip = GPVp, Bn= cnvng pi = Oi{_

Initial conditions: n = p
o

*;nl=N,

Fig 3. ..- .A schematic of the rate equation model.
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modeling. The carrier dynamicsare modeled-by three rate equations .

drddt= g(t) – 7WI - nl )(w). – ?dTt for electrons ,

dn/dt = g(t) – ~Zl(@)h – p/TP for holes and

dnl /dt = n(~l – nl )(ov). - pnl(ov~ for the nitrogen tmps.

NI is the nitrogen concentration,nl is the density of neutral nitrogen sites.A schematic
of thii model is shown in fig. 3.

This model was used tQ simulate transient photoconductivity experiments. This
photon source for these experiments was a li-equency pentupled YAG laser yielding
photons of 6.11eV. The laser was poweriid enough to excite a carrier density of near
1019cm’3. Sample data are shown in fig. 4. Two densitydependent effects are evident
in the data. FirsL the amplitudedoes not scale with density or illuminationintensity.
Second, the decay time is a functionof the excitation density.

The best-fit parameters for one sample fi-om the model calculationsare summarized
in table 11.

The modeling fits the measured decay times extremely well (see fig. 5) and
accurately the photoconductive signals over 5 orders of magnitude of excitation
density. Although the mobfities are smaller than one might expect the other

1.1-

peak excited carrier density

o.9-
(multiplkr for normaliiatioa)

= 0.7- ‘----- 8.1 x 10 u (x I-38)

G
WI ----- 7.3 x Xl 16(x 3.8s).-al

‘g 0-5-
~

g
: 0.3-

0.1-

4

–0.1, & i { t I 1
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

time (ns)

Fig. 4. – Photoconductive signals at three different peak carrier densities normalized to the

largest signal.
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TABLE H. - Mod.d pammders
●

Parameter Electrons Holes

.Uo(crnzv/s) 3’70 260

r(ps) 230 230

u (cm-~) 3 x 10-14 1 x 10-16

iv, (cm-x) 3,4 x 1018 —

parameters are consistent with our exqxzwtations. The electron and hole trapping
cross-sections are consistent with a charged and a neutral site, respectively. The
nitrogen density is consistent with absorption based measurements of the nitrogen
density of 20 p.p.m. We must note that the model includes Zn and TP which represent
uncoupled traps for electrons and holes. These states are required to fit the data. Their
nature is unknown, we speculate they may represent trapping at d~locations or
vacancies.

● measured D8 o measured D15

— calculated D8 — calculated D1S
‘--- calculated D1S ●lectrons
-‘- calculated D15 holes

--—----
- .* ●

✍✎
✍✎

‘\
‘*
‘.

‘%
●

‘.
-..

1
----—--—-—--- ----— ----—-— ---—

I

1013 1014 1015 1016 1017 10:8 1019
peak excited carrier density (1 /cmJ)

Fig. 5. – Photoconductive deray time as a functionof the carrier density for two different samples.
The lines through the points are the results of the calculations.
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Examining the duynamics in the calculation, we see that the holes decay, quickly
because of the high density of neutral nitrogen sites. The electrons decay slowly at low
density. As the intensity increases, the hole decay is unaffected, but the electron
lifetime decreases as charged nitrogen sites are generated by the holes.

This type of modeling cm provide a guide to designing diamond radiation sensors.
Tbe effects of temperature, electric field, impurity concentration, ~~citationdensity
and geometry can be includedwith a minimumof ad hoc parameters. Again we note
that the sample-to-samplevariabilitycan be large. Experimental tests are required.

6.- Conclusions

The detector properties and
well understood. The trends

carrier dynamics of @e IIa diamonds are reasonably
in the electron and hole mobiMies have been

characbmized as a function of temperature, impurity conten~ electric field and carrier
density. The carrier lifetimesare coupled through the nitrogen impurity.This leaves us
with typical sampleswith collectiondistancesof 20 to 50pm. The detailed dynamics of
the carriers can be modeled using a rate equation analysis. Much progress has been
made in understandingthe detector properties of dkimond, but continued progress has
been limited by the geologic processes used to make the material, ie. limited sample
size and no synthesis control. CVD diamond promises to eliminate these restrictions.
This will be discussed in the next lecture.
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